
Rockstar Games
Caution High-dose 2C-B tablets Zurich (DIZ) 28.6.22

Risk assessment
2C-B is a synthetic, hallucinogenic mescaline derivative that is psychoactive even in

small amounts. As 2C-B is relatively difficult to dose (2 mg more or less already make a

big difference), there is a risk of a bad trip and unpleasant physical effects. Doses

above 25 mg are only recommended for experienced users.

Substance details

2C-B*HCl

16.1 mg

Details of the substance tested

Thickness

4.8 mm
Length x width

7.3 x 8.2 mm
Weight

236.9 mg

Colour

Pink
Fracture groove

Yes

Relevant substance(s)

2C-B -

2C-I
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Alert level

Information Caution Alerts

Safer Use
Testing
Have your substances
tested in a Drug Checking

Testing
If you do not have the pos-
sibility to have substances
analysed, first test a maxi-
mum of one third of the pill,
as many high-dose tablets
are in circulation.

Wait and see
Wait 2 hours after taking the
tablet, as tablets with unex-
pected active ingredients
are often in circulation,
which can have a later on-
set of action.

Drinking
Remember: Drink non-
alcoholic drinks (3 dl / hour)
and take breaks in the fresh
air from time to time to pre-
vent overheating / dehydra-
tion.

Disclaimer

If you are in possession of a substance that does not appear on this page, this in no way means that it contains

the expected ingredient or that it should be safe. The warnings we publish only refer to the substances listed in

our Drug Checking offers, these substances pose a high risk of consumption and should not be consumed. A

substance may have the same visual appearance (shape, size, colour, etc.) and yet have different ingredients or

a different composition. There is no drug use without risk! Only a complete renunciation of drugs is risk-free! If

you still decide to use drugs, you should at least follow the safer use rules. 
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